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The France-Stanford Center for Interdisciplinary Studies, founded in partnership with the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, aims to bridge the disciplines of the Humanities, Social Sciences, Sciences, Engineering, Business and Law, addressing historical and contemporary issues of significance for France and the United States from a broad range of perspectives.

The Center brings faculty and students from across Stanford’s departments and schools together and into contact with colleagues in France, to explore issues of common intellectual concern, to advance collaborative research, and to foster interdisciplinary inquiry.

The France-Stanford Center sponsors high quality collaborative research projects likely to foster new linkages and deepen existing connections between French scholars and students and their counterparts at Stanford University.

- FSCIS Collaborative Projects Call for Proposals - Deadline: March 15, 2014
  http://francestanford.stanford.edu/collaborative_projects

The France-Stanford Center for Interdisciplinary Studies also offers three fellowships:

- FSCIS Undergraduate Fellowship - Deadline: February 15, 2014
  http://francestanford.stanford.edu/fellowships/undergraduate

- FSCIS Visiting Student Researcher Fellowship - Deadline: March 15, 2014
  http://francestanford.stanford.edu/fellowships/visiting_student_researcher

- FSCIS Visiting Postdoc Fellowship - Deadline: March 15, 2014
  http://francestanford.stanford.edu/fellowships/visiting_postdoc

and a Call for Conference Proposal - EXTENDED DEADLINE: April 21, 2014
  http://francestanford.stanford.edu/conferences

More information at http://francestanford.stanford.edu/